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A HIGH-SPEED MOTION-PICTURE STUDY OF NORMAL COMBUSTION, KNOCK

AND PREIGNITION IN A SPARK-IGNITION ENGINE
By A. M. ROTEEOCK,R. C. SPEKCEE.and CE.*BCYD. MILLER

SUMMARY

Combustion in a 8park-ignition engine was inw.stigated
by means of the ATACA higLspeed motion-picture
camera. l%is camera i8 operated at a speed oj ~0,000
photograph a second and therefore make8 po88ib[e the
study of chang~ that take place in time interrals as
~hort as 0.000025 second. When the motion p“cture8
are prq”ected at the normal speed of 16 frames a 8ecomi,
any rate of morement shown is 8bwed down 9600 times.

Photographs are presented of normal combustion, of
combustion from preignition, and of knock both un”thand
m“thout preignition. T71e photograph of combustion
diow that knock may be preceded by a pen”od of exothermic
reaction in the end zone that pertita for a time interra[
of as much a8 0.0006 8econd. L’%eknock tales phce in
0.0000.5 second or less.

INTRODUCTION

In 1924, the h?ationa~ Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics completed the development of a high-speed
spark-photography camera, -which was used to study
the formation and the development of fueI sprays for
Diesel engines. Because the time for injection of the
fuel amounted to about O.OO3second, it was necessary
that the camera operate at much faster speeds than
those generally used. The photographs were exposed
by the arcs from a bank of 25 electric condensers,
which were discharged at the rate of 4000 discharges a
second. The discharges took place across a common
spnrk gap, the 25 flnshes of light occurring in 1/160 of
a second. The duration of each flash was betvreen
1/100000 m-id 1/1000000 of a second. This speed of
discharge (the exposure time) mm so fast that the photo-
graphic irnagw formed by the light from the condenser
discharges could be reoorded on a & moving at a
high rate of speed. NO shutter was required on the
camera, and the 6hn -was mounted on a drum that
revolved continuously whale the photographs were
being taken. High-speed motion pictures could be
recorded of objects that were not themselves a source
of light. Results of these tests were published in 1927
(reference 1).

In order to photograph the combustion within m
engine cylinder, it was necessary to have a high-speed
motion-picture camera with a shutter arrangement so

that the light from the continuous source would not
make a continuous streak on the film. Such a camera
became a-dable in 1933 (reference 2). The NACA
had, in the meantime, de~eloped a s@e@nder en-
gine in which the sidw of the combustion chamber were
formed by glass windows (reference 3). This camera
(reference 2) together with the single-cylinder engine
made it possibIe to take motion pictmw at a ra,te of
2400 frames a second of the fuel injection and of the’
combustion within the combustion chamber of a Diesel
engine or of a spark-ignition engine. Vi%en these pho-
tographs were projected at a rate of 16 frames a sec-
ond, the motions of the spray and of the combustion
were slowed down 150 times. The photogmphs tnken
tith this camera had an exposure time of about 1/7000
of a second at 2400 frames a second. . This camera had
the disadvantages of taking photographs at a sIower
rate and with a longer exposure time than did the
NACA spark-photography camera, but it had the ad-
vantage of M&g a much greater number of photo-
graphs and of taking high-speed motion pictures of a
light source.

Photographs of combustion taken at rates up to 5000
frames per second have been reported by Rnssweiler
and Withrow (reference 4) nnd by Boyd (reference 5).

The motion-picture camera described in reference 2
-was used extensively in the study of combustion in
both the Diesel and the spark-ignition engine. It pro- .
tided a picture of tho movement of the sprnys and of
the combustion within the engine cylinder. The speed
of operation, 2400 frames a second, was not- sufficiently
fast to permit a close study of the movements within
the combustion chamber, and the individual frames pf
the motion pictures had to be tiewed as “stills” if the
combustion propagation was to be studied in detail.
For tis reason, the ISTACAdecided to design n camerti
that would work at higher speeds. TIM cmmw, which
was invented by one of the authors, Cearcy D. Miller,
was completed late in 1938 and was successfully tested
in the early part of 1939. The speed of operation is
40,000 photographs a secand. When the motion pic-
tures taken with this camera are projected at the nor-
mal rate of 16 frames a second, the motion is slovied
do-iv-n2500 times.

In this report &&h+peed motion pictures are. pre-
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sented that were taken with the new camera in a study
of normal burning, knock, and preignition in a spark-
ignition engine.

APPARATUS

COMBUSTIONAPPARATUS

The NACA combustion apparatus as used for in-
vestigating combustion in a spmk-ignition engine is
described in reference 6. The apparatus consists of
a 5- by 7-inch engine coupled to an electric motor,
which drives the engine at tho test speed. A singlo
chrwgo of fuel is injected into the combyelion chamber

I

bility to the data (referencw 8 and 9). The glass
windows were inserted in the other side of tho head,
as shown in the sketch. There are six spark-plug
openings in the head, indicated by the letters E through
J (fig. 1). In the present tests a single spark plug was
mounted in opening E. The engine was operated at a
$peed of 500 rpm. Previous tests have shown that
the type of air fiow is the same at this speed as at
higher speeds.

The fuels used for the tests were C!. F. R. reforencc
fuel S-I. and blends of S-1 with C. F. R. referenco fuel

%cfti A-A, showino c+xninas
for spork p/ugs and ;ccessor~es
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FIGUREl.—DIagrammatIo sketch of NAC..4 mmbustlon apparatus.

of the engine during the inlet stroke, and the photo-
graphic data are recorded during the firing and the
burning of this single charge. The cylinder head and
barrel are held at the test temperature by circulating
heated glycerin through the cooling passages of the
cylinder and the head. The operation of Lhe engine
under its own power for a single cycle eliminates the
effects on the combustion procem of residual exhaust
gases and of any undisclosed hot spot. Time-pressure
records of the single explosion can bc made through
the use of the engine indicator described in reference 7.

A diagrammatic sketch of the combustion apparatus
is shown in figure 1. Two poppet va.Ives are mounted
in one side of the pent-roof head, one for inlet and one
for exhaust. This arrangement differs from that of
reference 6 in which each valve was used for both
intake and exhaust. In the present teste, the inlet
valve was shrouded to give a tangential swirl to the
incoming air and to give a high degree of reproduci-

4.

M-2. Fuel S-1 is a commercial grade of 2,2,4-trimetbyl
pentane (iso-octane) having an octane number of about
99.3. The hi-2 fuel hus an octane number of 11 to 20,
depending on the method of rating.

The following engine operating conditions were.
kept constant throughout all thb tests of the
present report: Spark advance, 20°; engine-coolant
temperature, 250° F; compression ratio, .7.0; cngino
speed, 500 rpm; fuel-air ratio, approxinmtely 0.08.

A description of the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera cannot be given at this time.

OPTICAL SET-UP FOR SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHS

.In photographa of combustion, schlieren photog-
raphy has been found to give greater detail than
direct flame photography. A diagrammatic sketch of
the schlieren set-up is shown in figure 2. The light
from the spherical source (1) is brought to a focus by
the condensing lens (2) on the elliptical mirror” (3).
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Mirror (3) ia a phme mirror, but ita outline is an ellipse
having major and minor axes of such ratio that the
mirror appears circukr when viewed from the direction
of the light source (1) or from the direction of the
schLieren he (4). This elliptical mirror is located at
the principal focus of the schIieren lens (4) so that the
light rays reflected from any singIe point on the surface
of the elliptical mirror will be parallel after passing
through the schlieren lens (4). These rays strike
mirror (5) and are reflected through the windows (6) of
the engine onto the mirror (7) mounted on the piston.
The rays are reflected back by the mirror (~ on the
piston top, again passing through the windows (6),
reflecting from the mirror (5), and passing through the
scldierm lens (4). Upon their return through the

Mirror [51.

the film and form a uniformly ilkmhated image of the _____
shape of the combustion chamber.

Light rays will be deflected upon passing through
any local stratifications of gases having indices of
refraction difTerent from the index prevailing through-
out the combustion chamber and presenting non-
parallel surfaces. Rays wiU also be deflected upon

-.

passing through any stratification where the index
of refraction varies continuously along a line perpen-
dicukr to the light rays. Such deflected rays, on
leaving the combustion chamber, are no longer parallel
to rays coming from the same point on the surface of
the eUiptical mirror but passing through other parts of
the combustion chamber. The deflected raw will con-
sequently be focused by the achlieren le& (4)

<Schlieren lens (4] Elliptico[ mirror(3)

.’
/

,“

-Gloss widows (6)

-Mirror cm piston(7)

Y?COn&nstng lens(2) -- * *

~rical light source (0 -----

FIGUEE2.—DfagrammatIc sketch of optical system A In tsking scMeren photcgmphs of combustbm

schlieren lens (4), the rays are again brought to a focus,
forming an image of the elliptical mirror (3) on the
surface. of the elhptical mirror (3) it9elf.

The elliptical mirror (3) is in the same pkme with a
black diaphrae- (8), vrhich has an elliptical aperture
surrounding the mirror. This arrangement results in
an amuhw aperture between the mirror and the
diaphragm as seen from the direction of the schlieren
lens (4). Schlieren lens (4), in conjunction with the
lens of the camera (9), forma en image of the contents
of the combustion chamber on the Wn in the camera
by means of any light that may pass through the
anmdm aperture between the elliptical mirror (3) and
the diaphragm (8).

By a vw slight angular adjustment of the mirror (5),
the image of elliptical mirror (3) formed by the rays
returning from the engine through schlieren Iens (4) is
dightly deflected so that a very small crescentAaped
portion of this image falk on the armular aperture in-
stead of on the elliptical mirror. Then, as long as
there is no deflection of rays by the contents of the
combustion chamber, the light rays forming this
crescent-shaped portion of the image pass through to

toa

point different from thtd for rays tom@ from the same
hint on the surface of the elliptical mirror but passing
through other parts of the combustion chamber.
The general resndt ia that either more or lesa of the light
which has passed through the stratficat.ions in the
combustion chamber passes through the aperture
between elliptical mirror (3) and diaphragm (8) than
would have passed through this aperture if the rays
had not been deflected. Consequently, either bright
spots or dark spots are formed on the film at the loca-
tions corresponding to the nonparallel surfaces of the
gas stratitlcations viithin the combustion chamber.
For this reason, any marked variations in the index of
refraction of the gas along any line perpendictiar to
the light rays passing through the chamber will be
recorded on t-he photographic h.

Combustion is accompanied by a steep temperature
gradient and, consequently, by appreciable changes in
the index of refraction of the gases. In any zone in
which combustion has been completed, the temperature
again becomes uniform ahhough it remains much
higher than before combustion had traversed the zone. _ “ . . .
The rear of the combustion zone as well as the front is .. ..—
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therefore recorded by schlieren photography. The
annular aperture between the elliptical mirror (3) and
the diaphragm (8) is sufficiently small that the illumin-
ation from normal combustion does not record on the
film. Tha photographs are thus a record of the com-
bustion as indicated by the temperature changes
within the combustion chamber.

DISCUSSION AND RESULTS

In reference 10 some of the eflects of the different
engine factors on knock and on preignition within the
engine cylinder are described. The conclusion was
presented that whether the fuel knocked depended
primarily on the interrelation betweeri the end-gas
density and the end-gas temperature within the combus-
tion chamber. It was also suggested that whether a
fuel preignited depended on whether some hot spot in
the engine reached a specific temperature that would
cause the ignition of the particular fuel in question.
The present report prwents information on the manner
in which these forms of combustion take place, as well
as a description of normal combustion. It should be
borne in mind throughout a reading of the present
report that engine operating conditions were maintained
constant for all of the tests, except that preignition was
obtained by insertion of a hot spot within the cylinder
head. Nonknocking combustion, combustion with
light knock, and combustion with severe knock were
obtained by use of diflerent fuels, no other change being
made. It may therefore be assumed that these diiler-
ent types of combustion, as shown in this report; were
with the same end-gas state.

NORMAL COMBUSTION

Figure 3 is a composite photograph of normal com-
bustion from one spark plug located at E (fig. 1). The
photographs were printed from a motion-picture film of a
siqgle explosion taken at the rate of 40,000 photographs
a second. The photographs are read consecutively
from left to right; that is, A-1, A-2, A-3, .
A-1 9, A-20, B-1, B-2, . , . P-19, P-20. In-row
A the combustion front is barely visible at the top of
frame A–1. In general, the combustion zone is indi-
cated by the dark mottled region in the gray field.
The uniformly dark region in the upper left of the
frames is caused by uneven scMieren illumination and
has no other significance. As the pictures proceed, the
combustion front travels downward.

The travel between successive photographs is ex-
tremeIy small because the time intervrd between photo-
graphs is 1/40000 of a second. By frame A–20, the
combustion front is clearly visible. As the combustion
front progresaea in row % tug area behind the front
remains mottled, which indicates temperature gradients
throughout this region. A comparison of two successive
frames in any column determines the travel of the com-
bustion frcmt in 1/2000 of a second. A comparison of
frame A–20 with frame B-20 shows that, in this 1/2000

of a second, the general shape of the combustion front
has remained about the same. The apparent~ombus-
tion zone @ends from the combustion front to the top
of the field and, throughout this region, there are appar-
ent temperate gradients. In row C the front remains
fairly straight. In row D a greater irreguhwity is
visible in the front, two tongues of combustion pro-
ceeding somewhat ahead of the rest of the front. In
row E a horizontal line can be drawn across the com-
bustion front, but the front itself is rather wavy. In
row F the upper right-htind portion of the field again
becomes clear, which indicates that in this zone the
temperature has become uniform and tho combustion
has been completed. It must be emphasized thtit the
depth of combustion in a direction normal to the photo-
graphs cannot be determined from the photographs.

By the end of row G the combustion has taken on an
appreciably difEerent appearance. There is now a
narrow combustion zone with a tail of mottled area
near the right aide of the field. By the end oi row H,
the taiI has disappeared and only the narrow combus-
tion zone remains, This zone has reached a point .
about two-thirds of the distance across the combustion
chamber. A comparison of row H with row E shows
that the depth of the combustion zone in the direction
of flame travel has greatly deoreased in the time interval
(3/2000 SSC)occurring between the taking of the photo-
graphs in the two rows.

It has been suggested that the apparent-depth of the
combustion zone in the direction of flame travel, as indic-
ated in the schlieren photographs, results from the facts
that the combustion front is convex in the plane normal
to the photographic plane and that the combustion
zone is actually of irdi.nitesimal depth. If this sug-
gestion .is a fact, photographs taken in the side plane for
frames E–20 and H-20 would appear as in figure 4b
and 4e, respectively. In this case, aMlough the com-
bustion front-might be of inEiniteeimal thickness, the
photographs would show a zone of appreciable apparent
depth. Based on this argument, it is dficult tu con-
struct the view normal to the photographic plane of
some frame such as G-1 1 (fig. 3). A great deal of the
theoretical amdysis of combustion propagation has
been built on the theory that tho combustion front is of
extremely small if not infinitesimal thickness but, in the
case of combustion within ap engine cylinder, tlwre is
little experimental evidence avaiIable to support this
contention. Although the present photcgrapha do not-
prove that the combustion zone ia of tits and ap-
preciable depth, they suggest that such is the case.
The true condition probably lies between 4b and 4C or
between 4e and 4f. Recent tests completed at the
National Bureau of Standards (reference 11) have also
indicated that the combustion zone is of appreciable
depth, Results presented by Withrow and Cornelius
(reference 12) indicated an apparent combustion depth
of the same order of magnitude as those presented
herein.
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Another possible explanfition of the depth of the
mottIed area in the photographs, which would be con-
sistent with the assumption of infinitesimal flame thick-
ness, is t.hmt the flame, after passage through any given
volume of gas, leaves temperature graclierds behind it
which require a tite time for their eb.ination by
conduction and radiation of heat. h effort w-ill be
made at a later date to determine whether temperature
gradients, unsupported by combustion, can persist long
enough to cause the depth of mot t.led area evident in
the photographs.

For the combustion period from row H through row
P of figure 3, the combustion zone appeara nmrcnv in
depth and approximately horizontal. Slight changes
occurring in the shape of the combustion front can be
seen by comparing two successive frames in any one

—
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regitin. As is the case in the previous record, the com-
bustion front is approximately horizontal. No sudden
changes appear in the combustion process previous to
knock. The impression gi-mn is that the transforma-
tion of the chemical energy into pressure is regular and ___
reasonably vvelI controlled. The front itself becomes
more irreguhw in row J. In row K these irregularities .:=.
are well defined.

In row L the portion of the end gas in the field of tiew
becomes conbed to the Iower left section. Toward
the middle of row L, deflde striations begin to appear
within the end gas. These striations become continu- .
onsly tilble after frame L+. After frame L-6, the
field in the end zone becomes darker, and it becomes
more difficult to diflerentiat e between the combustion
front and this darkening. This characteristic of the .
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zone with depth equal to ap-&rent depth as Indimted by v~ewsa and d. D Is the appsmnt depth of the eorabustbn zone.

column. By frame N–3, the combustion front has
reached all visible portions of the combustion chamber.
The smaLI dark area at the bottom of the field of view
indicrLtes that temperature gradients existed through
the recording of frame P–20. The time interval from
frame t’d-3 to frame P–20 is 1/700 of a second.

KNOCHING COMBUSTION

Figure 5 shows high-speed motion pictures recorded
when knock occurred in the charge because of the use of
a fuel of lower antiknock value than in the case of
figure 3. The combustion front is fit clearly visible in
row C. In general, its appearance is similar to that. for
the nonkuocking combustion. In this partimdar in-
stance the combustion front is more rounded. This
variation from figure 3 represents the variation that
occurs for two records taken under the same test
conditions. his the case -with the pre-rious record, the
combustion zone has an appreciable appment depth in
the direction of flame travel. In row H the rear of the
combustion zone starts to become clear and, by the end
of row 1, the zone has considerably narrowed. A
rnottled area is visible in row J along the left side of the
chamber, indicating temperature gradients in this

4s01.34”424

combustion did not appear in the nonknocking record.
The darkening of the field indicates that temperature
gradients are being created in the end zone. The fuel,
however, has not knocked in the sense that the char-
acteristic vibrations of the gas -which occur with knock .
are not as yet -risible.

In frame M–1 O, the demarcation between the corn- - __
bustion front and the end zone has disappeared. In
frame M–1 1, the knock first appears. It is indicated
by the bright spots along the lower right-hand edge of ..... ... .
the field and by the slight bltig of the combustion
zone. The appearance of the field changes decidedly
between M–1 1 and M–12. In M–12 the dark section
in the lower left portion of the field lMS disappeared,
ancl the field is more or less uniformly lighted. The
knock is completed in these two frames, that is, in ‘“
0.00005 second. The actinic value of the light that.
radiates from the combustion chamber tifter knock
occurs is sufEiciently high to record on the photo=-pbic
film. Previous to knock the light radiating from the
combustion did not record on the film. Appamtly,
folIovring knock, the actinic value of the illumination
originating from the combustion is increased many
fold.
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It is possible that these apparent exothermic reac-
tions in the end zone are su.fliciently intense tcremit
visible light. In reference 4 a luminosity in the end
zone was recorded before the flame front .traversiug the
combustion chambw reached the end zone. Similar
luminescence has been recorded in this Laboratory (ref-
erence 6) and seems to accompany severe knock.

These photographs give a- new insight into the phe-
nomenon of knock. They show that a time interval
of about 0.0006 second occurred between the start of
the apparent exothennic reactions in the end zone and
the appearance of the prmsure waves and the brilliant
illumination.

The gas vibrations cannot be easily observed in these
reproductions of the records; but, when the photographs
are shown as motion pictures, the vibrations are visible.

Space &f ieen
rrf,,uurr=~

glGss widow
>~and cylihak-r wall-=..

%%6
j

Go.skefs.. A

FmuRE &-Detn06ofwindow arrangement in oyIInder head.

The frequency of the vibrations is indicated by the
light area that appears and disappears in the lower
right of the combustion chamber. A space }L inch
deep is formed by the gasket between the rectangular
window and the cylinder wall, as shown in figure 6.
The gas in this space apparently becomes luminous and
nonluminous ibrnately as it is compressed and ex-
panded by the vibration of the gas in the cylinder.
The luminosity in this space reaches a maximum in
frames M-1 2, M–16, M-20, N-9, and O–1 of @re 5.
These data indicate that the impression and the ex-
pansion of the gas in this space started at a frequency
of 10,000 cycles a second and decreased to a frequency
of 33OO“i second.

In frame O-11 (fig. 5), smoke appears in the hocking
zone at the bottom of the chamber. This smoke grows
in vohune through row P, becomes clearly visible in
row Q, and continu~ to travel toward the opposite
side of the combustion chamber through the rest of

the photographs. No smoke was visible in the non-

knocking records. These data indicate that knock is

a sudden completion of burning in a region in which

partial combustion has taken place. This explanation

has been discussed in reference 6. In this reference it.

was pointed out that, with severe knock, there is a

short period preceding the formation of the pressure

waves in which there is a marked increase in the rata

of pressure rise within the combustion chamber and a

reverse movement in the combustion front. When the

motion pictures presented herein are projected, this

momentary reverse movement in the combustion front

is visible. As the front proceeds into the end zone,

it appears to stop momentarily at the time thti field in

the end zone starts to show the darkening already dis-

cussed. The combustion front then proceeds again in

the forward direction. Additional high-speed motion

pictures taken with this apparatus but not published

have shown that, as the intensity of the knock is de-

creased, the time interval during which reactions aro

indicated in the end zone prior to knock decreases.

With light knock these reactions do not appear and the

combustion front travels through the end zone before

knock 0CCU13.

Again it is emphasized that the photographs show

the combustion in only one plane sc thnt, even though

the photographs record the combustion front reaching

the wall of the combustion chamber, there may be

pockets of unburned gas in which the exothcrmic re-

actions take place. Nevertheless, there is no indication

of these reactions in the records fm light knock taken

with the high-speed camera.

For the present, knock w-ill be considered to be the

reaction that took place as frames M-11 and M-12 of
figure 5 were recorded. After the occurrence of the
knock, the combustion gas= throughout the chambm
show (when the motion pictures arc pro jccted) tb c
vibration that has long been associated with knock,
Tha light radiated by the gases becomes highly actinic
with respect to the photographic film.

The results presented in this paper and in reference 6
indicate that the phenomenon of knock takes place as
follows: The combustion front, as it progresses across
the combustion chamber, compresses the end gas adia-
batically. If the compression is sufficient, cxohxmic
reactions are started within the eud gas that aro of
su.flicient intensity to cause an increase in the instan-
taneous rate of pressure rise throughout the com-
bustion chamber. The reactions may also take place
with suf?dcient rapidity to remdt in an mcpa.nsion within
the end zone that causes a momentary hesitation of the
oncoming combustion front, but they arc noL sufficiently

violent to cause the pressure wavo within the coml.nw.-

tion chamber that results in the audible knock. Tlwsc
reactions in the end zone continue for a finite Limo

interval of as much aa several ten-thousandths of a

second. After they have spread throughout the cnd

zone, a very sudden release of energy occurs (in less

than 0.00005 see) in or near the cd zone. This
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reaction is assumed to be the sudden completion of burn-
ing in a partly burned region, and it causes the pressure
wave within the gas that results in the audible knock.
This explanation of knock is based on the idea that the
combustion zone is at alI times of finite. depth in the
direction of flame travel. The primary stage of reac-
tions in the end zone decreases as the intensity of the
knock is decreased and may entirely disappear. If
the primary stage disappears, the combustion front
proceeds across the combustion chamber and the knock
is the sudden completion of burning in or near the end
zone. As to an explanation of the nature of the reac-
t ion accompanying this sudden completion of burning
and release of energy, -which is termed “knock,” the
high-speed motion pictures give no clue except the one
fact that the illumination accompanying this reaction
is many times more actinic with respect to the photo-
graphic & than is the illumination accompanying the
previous reactions.

PEIXGFiTTION

Fgure 7 shows the resnhs that were obtained when
the charge was preignited by a hot spot mounted in
open@ F (fig. 1). The hot spot consisted of an elec-
trically heated coil of wire. The temperature of the
coil was adjusted to about 1500° F, at which tempera-
ture the heated wire ignited the fuel-ah charge before
the-spark jumped the gap in the spark plug mounted
in opening E. The combustion front from the hot spot
originates at the bottom of the photographs as they
are mounted in the figure. The combustion area shown
in rows A through D in figure 7 is similar in appearance
te the combustion shown in the first few rows of @ures
3 and 5. The combustion starting from the spark plug
first comes into the field of tiew in frame E–1O. In
row G, the region to the rem of the combustion from
the hot. spot begins to clear up, indicating that the
temperature in this region has again reached a uniform
value and thwt combustion is probably completed.
By the end of row 1-1,the combustion zone from the hot
spot htis become narrow; thtit from the spark plug stiU
extends from the combustion front to the top of the
tiekl of view.

The generaI appearances of the two combustion zones
are, thus far, simihir to those shown in @res 3 and 5.
For the fit part of burning, either combustion zone
in figure 7 appears to extend from its source of ignition
to the combustion front. Combustion then appears to

become completed to the rear of the front and the com-

bustion zone becomes much narrower. F~ure 7 shows

that the hot spot acted as an additional source of igni-
tion and produced the same result that would have been
obtained by mounting a second spark plug in opening
F with its spark timing set sevend crardcshaft degrees
earlier than the timing for the spark plug in opening E.
The photographs show that the course of combustion
resulting from preignition is normal but that the timing
of this secondary ignition may be damaging in the same
manner as too early a spark advance.

In the second section of &ure 7, the combustion
fronts meet (frame l–l 4). h examination of row J
indicates that the two fronts traveled either through
each other or one above the other. This same ap-
pearance has been observed in previous photographs
taken at slower speeds (reference 6). In the numerous
records that have been taken with the prwent high-
speed motion-picture camera, this apparent crossing
appea~ with sufficient frequency that it cannot be
classed as an exception.

After the combustion fronts have merged, the corn- ‘ ___
bustion zone decreases in size and slowly chappears.
The end zone (M part of the charge to burn) is near
the right center portion of the chamber. AH parts of
the visible portion of the combustion chamber appear
to have been traversed by combustion in frame K–18.
Some temperature gradients are still visible in frames
P–1O to P–15, 0.0025 second later. The photographs
show the characteristic period of afterburning that was
shown in iigure 3. This comparatively long period
for the combustion to become completed after all parts
of the chamber appear to have been reached by flame
is chamcteristic of all nonknocking combust.ions.
When knock occurs, the combustion chamber is cleared
of these indications of btig within 0.000025 to
0.0001 second, that is, within 1/100 to 1/25 of the time
required in the nonknocking explosion.

The effects of the clockwise air swirl on the course
of the combustion are tiible in figure 7. The com-
bustion front from the hot spot is retarded along the
right edge of the chamber; whereas, the front from the
spark plug remains nearly horizontal

PZEIG.NITION FOIJ.OWEDBY KNOCK

Figure 8 shows combustion in which preignition was

followed by knock because of the use of a fue~ of lower

antiknock vnlue than in the case of figure 7. The

general contours of the combustion from the hot spot

and from the spark phg are very similar to those shown

in figure i. The clockwise ~ir swirl produced by the

shrouded inlet valve decreased the rat~ of combustion
tra-rel from the hot spot alo~~ the right side of the
combustion chamber as before. The combustion
starting from the hot spot is tit visible in the photo-
graphs in row A and that from the spark plug in row E.
The tm~ocombustion fronts meet in frame K-6. Rows
L and M give lCSS impression that one combustion
front traveled over or through the other than was
given in figure 7. In row L, the combustion fronts —.
close the horizontal zone betweeu them and the end
zone is pIaced along the right lower section of the
chamber. By frame M–17, the vtilble portion of

this end zone is nearly filkd with evidences of com-

bustion. In row N, this unburned part of the end zone -.

is slowly travemed by the combustion front but the

zone is never completely filled. The knock is fnst

vi&ible in frame N–12 as indicated by the blurring of

the combustion zone. The brilliant illumination at-.

:ompanying knock is fit visible in frame N–13.
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Figure 8 dom not show the apparent auto-ignition in
the end zone ahead of the combustion front. The
knocking zone is apparently in the portion of the com-
bustion chamber to the right of the visible field. Fig-
ure 2 shows that a small section of the chamber along
the rightihand edge of the ghss window: is not photo-
graphed. The knock explodw outward from this zone
and the remaining burning portions of the gas dis-
appear by frame N-17. As was the case in figure 5,
the combustion chamber is ilhminated by the extremely
brilliant light of the knocking explosion.

CONCLUS1ONS

Through the use of the NACA high-speed motion-
picture camera operating at a speed of 40,000 frames a
second, additional insight has been obtained into the
mechanism of normal combustion, preignition, and
knock. The photcgmphs show that knock may be
preceded by exothermic reactions in the end gas which
last for as long aE 0.0006 second but that the explosion
in or near the end zone, which causes the high-fre-

quency pressure waves within the chamber that give

the audible sound of knock, occurs in lees than 0,00005

second. The photographs give additiomd support to

the idea that knocking combustion is based on a

mechanism difFerent from that of normal burning.

The photograp~ show that preignition is riot in

itself different from normal burning and that the effects

of preignition are the same’ as those resulting from

advancing the ignition spark except th~tj -in the case of

preignition, the source and the timing of the ignition

cannot be controlled.
The high-speed motion pictures give a physical con-

cept of the combustion process that cannot be gotten

otherwise. This concept of what is happening inside

tho engine cylinder is probably tho most important re=

suit that has thus far been obtained with this new piece

of equipment.

The work covered in the present report was carried
out at a single engine spcad, with a single fuel-air
ratio, and with the absence of any residuaI combustion
products. The effects of altering these conditions, as
well as other engine operating conditions, might be an
interesting subject for future research.

In view of the extremely short time in which knock
takes place, it is clear that a motion-picture camera
capable of taking pictures at a much greater rato than

tho 40,000 frames per second alremIy attained will be
very desirable for a more intimate study of the actual
occurrence of the knock itee}f.

LANGLEY hfEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COIMMI~EE FOR AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., July !24,1940.
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